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				Home Products / Plastic Bins MGB			

			
			
				
					At a Glance

					
POWER Bear distributes a wide range of high-class injection moulded MGB type recycle bins for waste management. Our two and four wheeled garbage bins are manufactured by ESE in Germany and France in accordance with the strictest European specifications including EN-840, RAL GZ and DIN 30760. ESE is one of the leading global bin manufacturers and has the capabilities and expertise to cater to large projects in the Middle East. The prosperous partnership between POWER Bear and ESE dates back as much as 15 years, and together we supplied the bins in numerous tenders and commercial projects.

					Features and added value:
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									2 Wheel bins
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									3 Wheel bins
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									4 Wheel bins
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									Special type bins
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														 120 L CL Type

														The CL product line has become a standard in the Middle East, as the bin design has been enhanced for mobility and aimed at reducing the carbon footprint considerably. Our colored lip handles and the full colour bins themselves aid the end user with an array of distinct options to choose from.
Dispose your trash effortlessly and keep your space clean with our lineup of Mobile Garbage Bins. Its sturdy handles and rubber wheels make it easy to maneuver, saving your valued time and effort. Maximise your waste management efforts with our 120 L  HDPE Mobile Garbage Bins
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														240 L CL Type

														The CL product line has become a standard in the Middle East, as the bin design has been enhanced for mobility and aimed at reducing the carbon footprint considerably. Our colored lip handles and the full colour bins themselves aid the end user with an array of distinct options to choose from.

Dispose your trash effortlessly and keep your space clean with our lineup of Mobile Garbage Bins. Its sturdy handles and rubber wheels make it easy to maneuver, saving your valuable time and effort. Maximise your waste management efforts with our 240 L HDPE Mobile Garbage Bins.
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														120 L SL Type

														The SL series, originally optimized for Side Loader trucks, stands out from it’s counterparts thanks to the vertical reinforced beading that adds to it’s structural integrity. The latest structural and ergonomic know-how has been incorporated into all the SL bins to make it more efficient than most. An integrated footstep provides ease of use and reduces the strain on the user.
The variety of areas where the 120 L  SL Bin is used in, proves that it is a trustworthy solution with a longer life expectancy. The integration of rubber wheels protects the user while the noise reduction in the wheel mounting area ensures quiet operation.
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														240 L SL Type

														The SL series, originally optimized for Side Loader trucks, stands out from its counterparts thanks to the vertical reinforced beading that adds to its structural integrity. The latest structural and ergonomic know-how has been incorporated into all the SL bins to make it more efficient than most. An integrated footstep provides ease of use and reduces the strain on the user.
The variety of areas where the 240 L SL Bin is used proves that it is a trustworthy solution with a longer life expectancy. The integration of rubber wheels protects the user while the noise reduction in the wheel mounting area ensures quiet operation.
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														360 L SL Type

														The SL series, originally optimized for Side Loader trucks, stands out from it’s counterparts thanks to the vertical reinforced beading that adds to it’s structural integrity. The latest structural and ergonomic know-how has been incorporated into all the SL bins to make it more efficient than most. An integrated footstep provides ease of use and reduces the strain on the user.  
  
The variety of areas where the SL Bin is used proves that it is a trustworthy solution with a longer life expectancy. Although its younger siblings take advantage of the low noise wheels, the 360 L SL MGB utilizes the heavy-duty wheels for a sturdy operation.
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														120 L HD Type

														The old fashioned Standard Mobile Garbage Bins are a consciously updated design which favors its logistics and applications. This HDPE garbage bin has progressed with time and is certified in accordance with the highest quality standard worldwide, RAL-GZ 951/1. 

The distinct and responsible product development of the HD type HDPE bin is aided by an environmentally conscious material selection and demonstrates appropriate container sizes. These advancements have collectively provided a longer life expectancy to these garbage bins while making them environment friendly and capable of recycling.
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														240 L HD Type

														The old fashioned Standard Mobile Garbage Bins are a consciously updated design which favors its logistics and applications. This HDPE garbage bin has progressed with time and is certified in accordance with the highest quality standard worldwide, RAL-GZ 951/1. 

The distinct and responsible product development of the HD type HDPE bin is aided by an environmentally conscious material selection and demonstrates appropriate container sizes. These advancements have collectively provided a longer life expectancy to these Garbage Bins while making them environment friendly and capable of recycling.
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														370 L CC type

														The 370 Lcompact class bin has been invented with a third wheel, to easily maneuver it in narrow areas and back-of-house corridors. It is the perfect bin for moving waste from offices, stores and shopping malls to central waste loading facilities. Still fully compliant with EN-840 standard. 
Size: 370 L
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														660 L Flat lid SL type

														660 L bins have all the features of their larger brothers with 1100 L standard capacity. However, the reduced depth of the bin allows maneuvering it into narrow corridors, sidewalks and thru narrow doorways where a 1100 L bin does not fit in.
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														1100 L Flat lid SL type

														This is the standard bin for heavy duty waste operations, proven its sturdiness in worldwide markets for many decades. However, many improvements have been integrated to create a sleeker and modern design.
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														1100 L flat slid split lid type

														The split lid is a very user-friendly innovation, deriving from the standard flat lid bin. It allows with one hand and no force to open the small front lid and to dispose small and medium items into the bin. For waste operators and recyclers, it opens the opportunity to keep the bodies in a standard color, and to differentiate only the small front lid by color coding as per each waste stream. 
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														1100 L dome lid type 

														In the Middle East region, the dome lid bin has been very popular over decades, having a spring mechanism to automatically close the lid after use. Upon request, an additional galvanized steel pedal allows opening the lid without touching the bin by hand. Many further accessories such as side handles, noise reduction plugs, apertures and branding options are available. 
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														1100 L dome lid in lid type 

														As a further Upgrade on the popular dome lid bin, this bin features a small front lid within the main lid, allowing users to dispose small items or recyclables  in an easy way. Operators often order the small lid in a different color from the main lid, for waste stream color coding. 
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														400/500 L compact class

														The 400 and 500-litre bins offer an ideal solution for limited spaces, restricted passages and narrow pathways. This space-saving alternative to the standard 4-wheel bin is easy to maneuver with its two integrated handles on each side and strong lid hinges on the back.
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														770 L SL type

														As a volume-upgraded alternative to the very popular 660 L bin, the 770 L SL type offers approximately 17% higher volume, at almost identical space requirement. This bin is often used in yellow color for hospitals and in medical services. It is available as  UN-certified medical waste bin, too
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														Special bin sizes 

														Our range of bins below the standard size of 120 ltr comprises 40/60 and 80 ltr volume, either in DIN standard for lifting by compactor truck, or in low height versions. Further, there are special sizes of 140 and 180 ltr, catering to very specific demand situations.
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														660 L Hazardous and Medical Waste Container

														Hazardous and Medical Waste containers are necessary for the safe and environmentally sound management of health care waste. These bins are designed to prevent leaks and spills and help prevent the health and environmental impact of waste such as unintended release of chemical or biological hazards including the growth and entry of drug-resistant microorganisms into our environment. This, in turn, is helping us protect the health of our patients, health workers and the public.
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														770 L Hazardous and Medical Waste Container

														Hazardous and Medical Waste containers are necessary for the safe and environmentally sound management of health care waste. These bins are designed to prevent leaks and spills and help prevent the health and environmental impact of waste such as unintended release of chemical or biological hazards including the growth and entry of drug-resistant microorganisms into our environment. This, in turn, is helping us protect the health of our patients, health workers and the public.
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														1100 L Hazardous and Medical Waste Container

														Hazardous and Medical Waste containers are necessary for the safe and environmentally sound management of health care waste. These bins help prevent the health and environmental impact of waste such as unintended release of chemical or biological hazards including the growth and entry of drug-resistant microorganisms into our environment. This, in turn, is helping us protect the health of our patients, health workers and the public. 
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